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 In the previous issue of this publication the researcher examined the 

title wr xrp(.w) Hmw(.wt) that referred to the position of the high priest of 

the Temple of Ptah in the capital Memphis and its current reading and 

translation, along with its previous readings and translations, and 

mentioned the special garments worn by the priests, most notably the 

skins of cheetahs and necklaces called (s'h), in addition to a lock of hair 

on the side.  The previous section also presented a critical study of earlier 

works, that suffered from some confusion and problems with the dating, 

and even disagreement about the number of high priests there were: 52 

[Charles Maystre, PhD (1948) published in OBO 113 (Gottingen, 1992), 

83 (Dieter Wildung, LA II (Wiesbaden, 1977), 1256-1265, and 46 

(Porter-Moss III2, part 2, fascicle 3, (Oxford, 1981) 916-918].  The 

researcher has concluded that there were 104 high priests of the Temple 

of Ptah in Memphis based on the main  primary sources from the period 

and afterwards, and has compiled an updated list of the high priests, 

starting from the end of the Second Dynasty of the Old Kingdom until 

the end of the New Kingdom, a total of 75 high priests. 

 The current and second section of the study covers the high priests 

from the 76
th
 until the 104

th
, who lived from the Twenty-First until the 

Thirtieth Dynasties.  Some of them, such as Hatyay, have not been 

mentioned before, due to the complete lack of information about the high 

priests who were contemporary to the Twenty-Eighth and Twenty-Ninth 

Dynasties.  Even the high priests of the Thirtieth Dynasty were unknown, 

with the exception of one.  This part of the list is unique in that it extends 

our knowledge of the high priests of Memphis from the Twenty-Seventh 

Dynasty, where the previously mentioned lists ended, until the Thirtieth 

Dynasty.  



 The third and final section will cover the high priests of Memphis 

during the Ptolemaic Period until the last high priest, who lived during 

the first period of the rule of Roman Emperor Octavian Augustus, and 

feature an updated list that is consistent with the results reached through 

this study. 

 


